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JUSTICE
DESIRES?
JUSTICEBEYOND
BEYOND DESIRES?

Christoph Fehige
Fehige

Justice,
Justice, some of us believe, is a matter of fulfilling
fulfilling people's desires. John Rawls
Rawls
fulfillment. I
disagrees.
deals in "primary goods", not in desire hlfillment.
disagrees. His justice deals
propose to look at a han&l
handful of objections that Rawls
desireRawls raises against
against the desirebased view, and to ask whether they are sound.
sound. So we will witness some moves
ethics, the question
concerning one question
question of normative ethics,
question of "the currency of
of
justice".
The chapter begins with thumbnail
thumbnail sketches of the two doctrines
doctrines in question: of the desire-based view (also
(also known as preference-justice or preferentialism)
entialism) in section 1,
1, and of Rawls's principles in section 2.
2. Sections
Sections 33 to 77
controversy.
present the controversy.
1. Preference-Justice
Preference-Justice
1.1
1.l The Basic
Basic Idea
Idea

case, says preferenceWhat ought to be the case is what people want to be the case,
justice. Preference-justice is based on two claims. First, the good, the right,
good for people, by their benefit,
and the just are determined
determined solely by what is goodfor
happiness, interests, utility,
utility, or welfare.
happiness,
welfare. One world cannot be better than ansomebody. This type of claim is known as
other without being better for somebody.
welfarism. Second,
Second, the answer to the question
for a person must,
question what is good
goodfor
herself; it is a matter of her own preferences
in the end,
end, reside in that person herself;
satisfaction. The idea is that by giving her X
(desires,
(desires, wants, wishes) and their satisfaction.
we benefit her if,
suitable subjective
if, and only if,
if, in some suitable
subjective sense of these words,
fulfillment
suitable sense.
she "gets something
something out of it", and that desire
is the suitable
sense.
desire fulfdlment is
From those two premisses, preference-justice follows.
follows. For if the good is a
matter of "good for", and "good for" a matter of preference satisfaction,
satisfaction, then
satisfaction. In other words, prefthe good itself is a matter of preference satisfaction.
erentialism is welfarism coupled with a specific notion of welfare: welfare as
preference satisfaction. In order for something
something to be good for Fritz, that
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something must correspond
correspond to a wish he has, has had, or will have; and in
order to be good simpliciter,
simpliciter, it must be related that way to somebody.
Views like preferentialism go back a long way. Recall Kant on what mo... ] be also,
also,
rality demands of each of us: other people's "ends", he says,
says, "must [[...l
as far as possible, my ends"!
.
Routes
that
lead,
or
have
been
thought
to
lead,
ends"'.
lead,
into such doctrines depart from autonomy,
autonomy, universalizability
universalizability and the Golden
from
Rule, moral sentiments and intuitions, the meaning of the moral words, from
affinities between rationality and morals.
sympathy,
sympathy, and from affinities
1
.2 Some Clarifications
Clarifications
1.2

Obviously, not any old notion of preference
preference will do.
do. In order for it to bear the
Obviously,
preferentialists craft a notion of desireweight they put on its shoulders,
shoulders, preferentialists
desirewith considerable
considerable care. Failure to take this into account can cause confusion,
confusion,
and can lead opponents of preferentialism to criticize
criticize and reject a straw man
features of the
rather than the real thing. Let me mention four important features
pertinent notions of desire and desire
desire fulfillment,
fulfillment, and avert some possible
misunderstandings along
misunderstandings
along the way.
and pleasure. We stipulate,
following Kant and others, that everyevetyDesire andpleasure.
stipulate, following
body wants, pro tanto, to spend the time he's conscious as pleasantly as posare, I think, independent reasons to take the concepts
sible. There are,
concepts of preference and pleasure to be linked in this way, but that is another issue. Suffice it
to say that the stipulation saves the preferentialist from having to mention
welfare,
"pleasure and the absence of pain", which no doubt are a part of welfire,
It makes sure that desire
desire fulfillment
part-the heseparately.2
separatel~.~
fulfillment includes that part-the
donic part. Notice that nothing serious hinges on this stipulation; it is a
device to unify our terminology. We could as well do without it and
trivial device
say instead that both preferences and pleasure count.
With the stipulation in place, the fact
fact that some states of affairs that we
wished for end up disappointing us is no argument against preferentialism.
desire that p--if
p-if
Such a state of affairs,
affairs, call it p, has satisfied
satisfied one desire
desire (the
(the desire
there really was such a desire,
desire, and not just a desire to get pleasure out of
p),
ofp),
and in that respect it was good; but it has also
also frustrated another desire
desire (the
(the
desire to spend one's conscious
conscious time pleasantly),
pleasantly), and in that respect, the preferentialist agrees,
agrees, it was bad. We can also
also see now why the preferentialist can
say, pleasant surprises:
do justice to the value of, say,
surprises: by being pleasant, they answer a standing desire.
desires. That a person desires
desires something is not supposed
supposed to imply
imply
Implicit desires.
consciously; only that, if(under proper conditions)
that she desires
desires it consciously;
conditions) she
fully represented it to herself, correctly and completely and vividly,
vividly, she would
fully
3 In the sense
sense indicated by this conditional there can be
desire it consciously.
consci~usly.~
desires that are purely implicit.
implicit.
desires
We tie welfare
welfare and morality to implicit desires
desires because, if we consulted
just the explicit ones, we would run into problems. It is, for instance, not
just
clear how many explicit desires
desires we have at all: how often do we go to the
trouble of fully
fully representing something?
something? Furthermore, which thoughts find
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their way into our consciousness is rather contingent; and those that do are
often the petty ones,
ones, having to do with waiters,
waiters, traffic lights,
lights, or phone numbers. A notion of welfare should not be at the mercy of trifles, with our deepest concerns
fiddle at most. The appeal to implicit preferconcerns playing second fiddle
ences-to how we would feel
ifwe thought about them-gets
feel about things ifwe
them--gets
ences-to
the priorities
priorities right.
Intrimic desires.
Intrinsic
desires. Words like "desire" or "prefer"
"prefer" are meant to refer, unless
preferences-that is to say,
otherwise stated,
stated, to intrinsic preferences-that
say, to preferences not
for mere means to other ends. One effect of this is that we exclude
exclude desires
desires that
say, to fly to Alaska just
are derived from false
false beliefs. If a person desires,
desires, say,
believes she will find them
pineapple plantations and believes
because she wants to see pineapple
there, then the Alaska desire, doxastically contaminated as it is, has no moral
grip on us.
satisfoction. If we say that a preference
preference or desire
desire is frusFrustration and satisfaction.
fruspreferrer's consciousness
trated or satisfied or fulfilled,
fulfilled, we do not imply
imply that the preferrer's
consciousness
affected thereby; only that what he has wished for is the case.
case. Since one can
is affected
desire states
desire
states of affairs
&airs that
&at have nothing to do with one's own consciousness,
consciousness,
preferentialism
preferentialism differs
differs markedly
markedly from hedonism.
hedonism. It does, for instance, respect
hedonists would
death-bed promises. You do not just have obligations, as hedonists
w&ld
have us think, to make the moribund feel good by making him believe that
desires.
his desire
desire will be fulfilled.
fulfilled. You have obligations to fulfill
fulfil1 his desires.
1
.3 A Restatement
1.3
Restatement

We have come to know the impetus of preferentialism
preferentialism (section 1.1)
1.1) and begun to explain the relevant notion of preference 0.2).
(1.2). Let me end this sketch
doctrine.
presentation of the doctrine.
with a more orderly presentation
Preference-justice, as has become clear by now, is not one particular, complete theory of justice; it is the doctrine that any such theory should satisfy
precisely, the preferentialist
preferentialist subscribes to three claims
certain conditions.
conditions. More precisely
claims
-or, since
define a position by family
since it might be wiser to define
family resemblance, to
something very much like them. Here they are.
(1)
counts. That is to say,
say, given any preference, its satis(l) Every preference counts.
faction would, pro tanto, be a good thing. In William James's much-quoted
words:
"Take
"Take any demand,
demand, however slight,
slight, which any creature, however weak,
weak, may
satisfied? If not, prove why not.
sole sake,
sake, to be satisfied?
not.
make. Ought it not, for its own sole
The only possible kind of proof
proof you could adduce would be the exhibition
exhibition of
another creature who should make a demand
demand that ran the other way."

(2)
Only preferences count.
count. As William James continues,
continues, "The only possible
(2) Onlypreferences
reason there can be why any phenomenon ought to exist is that such a phefollows that, if we knew a world's
nomenon actually is desired." It follows
world's fulfillment
fulfillment
profile-i.e., if we had complete
complete information as to who desires what and
profile-i.e.,
true-, then we
when and how strongly,
strongly, and which of these desiderata come true-,
facts we need in order to evaluate
evaluate that world.4
world. 4
would have all the facts
,;
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(3) P&-pin
Push-pin can be as good as poeq
poetry. 5 This slogan is meant to say that, in
(3)
themselves, differences in the objects of preference make no moral difference.
themselves,
difference.
Any two worlds whose fulfillment profiles differ just with respect to the
desiderata are equally good.
Condition (3),
(3), also
also known as the "condition of neutrality", reflects an
imponant
important aspect of the preferentialist's view that "good for"
for" is concerned
with a subjective
subjective magnitude. It is the preferredness that matters, and if it is
only preferredness that bestows value on objects in the first place, then it
doesn't
games of push-pin'(or
push-pin (or whatever
do&& matter whether these are poems or &es
pan of the preferentialist's conception of equality:
else). That is part
else).
equality: every preference is equal,
and
of
tolerance:
chacun
a
sa
flfon.
equal,
r3: safapn.
What about justice?
justice? We have to find the most adequate
adequate moral theory that
entails claims (1)
entails
(1) to (3)
(3) or something very similar.
similar. For any two fulfillment
profiles, the theory will tell us which of the two is better than the other, or
profiles,
good. ]wt
Just worlds are worlds with optimal
that the two of them are equally good.
fulfillment
fulfillment profiles; just societies are societies in just worlds; and, to anticianticisocieties are the basic strucstrucpate a Rawlsian
Rawlsian term, just "basic structures"
structures" of societies
constraints, including those that arise from
tures of just societies. Feasibility constraints,
other people's denial
preferentialism, 6 are dealt with by applying the same
denial of preferentiali~m,~
feachain of definitions
definitions to constrained feasible
feasible sets: just worlds, given what's feasible, are the worlds with the best fulfillment
the feasible worlds;
sible,
fulfillment profiles of
of all thefeaible
work;
and so on.
Our sketch doesn't, and for today's purposes shouldn't, state what ought to
happen in the case of conflicting
strongest preferconflicting preferences. Should the strongest
ences win?
win? Should we satisfy the preferences of those who, all in all,
all, have less
preference satisfaction than others?
preference
others?Are there such things as utility functions,
functions,
and would an adequate
aggregation refer to them?
them?
adequate principle of aggregation
Various answers
ethics'? Utilianswers have been given within preference-based ethics.'
tarianism, which asks us to maximize the total amount of preference satisfactarianism,
satisfaction, regardless of its distribution and with no special concern for those who
are badly off, is just one of them. Yet the discussion
discussion tends to focus
focus on the
special L
case.
utilitarianism to the rejection of
e . The
~ h estep
' s t efrom
from
~ the rejection of utilitarianism
acceptance of Raw
Is-justice, is ofien
often hasty,
preference-justice, or straight
straight to the acceptance
Rawls-justice,
following Rawls, "rejects the idea of comparing
to say the least. Whoever, following
comparing and
satisfaction in questions
questions of justicen8
justice"8 will have to consider commaximising satisfiction
comfile on comparing.
comparing. And
paring without maximizing before he can close the file
objections to utilitarianism are understandable,
understandable, it is much harder to see
while objections
why an adequate
morality
should,
or
could, depart
depan from preferentialism.
preferentialism.
adequate
2. Rawls-Justice
Rawls-Justice

Let us now turn to John Rawls's theory,
theory; I present the briefest
briefest of outlines
outlines here,
and more as we go along. Rawls asks what it is for the
the"" 'basic structure'
structure' of a
modern constitutional democracy" to be just. By the "basic structure"
structure" he
means
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"the way in which the major social
social institutions fit into one system.
system. These
These institutions assign fundamental
fundamental rights and duties, and by working together they
advantages which arise
"9
influence
influence the division
division of advantages
arise through social
social cooperation. "9

What does, for such a structure, the question of justice amount to?
to? What
is it we're after?
A
theory
of
justice,
says
Rawls,
has
the
practical
task
of reconafter?
ciling people whose values differ.
differ. However, trying to talk them out of their
hopeless-a situation he calls "the fact of pluralism".
differences
differences would be hopeless-a
We had better see whether people happen to share at least some values and
IQ
whether these suffice
suffice for a consensus on how to run a society.
society.1°
Thus, Rawls turns to values that are already floating
floating around in our politiexpressed as follows:
cal culture.
culture. These values, he suggests,
suggests, can be expressed
follows: the basic
society is just if it is of a type that a certain kind of rational
structure of society
for. The choice
person would in a certain hypothetical choice situation opt for.
famous "original position".
situation he employs for these purposes is the famous
Prominent among its carefully designed
designed features
features is a device with a significant
fact that there are
preferentialist pedigree: the "veil of ignorance", i.e. the hct
many things the choosers
don't
know.
Most
notably,
they
don't know which
choosers
role they themselves would have to play in the society governed by the principles they choose.
choose. 11l l
Rawls then tries to show what type of basic structure would be chosen,
is just. The choosers,
and, thus, what type
choosers, he says, would require that the
.basic structure conform-in
conform-in other words, the basic structure is just if it conforms-to
forms-to the following
following principles, with principle 11 taking priority over principle
ciple 2, and 2.a over 2.b:
"1. Each person has an equal right to a fully
fully adequate scheme of equal basic
all.
rights and liberties
liberties which is compatible with a similar scheme for all.
2. Social and economic inequalities
inequalities are to satisfy
satisfy two conditions.
conditions.
2.a They must be attached
positions open to all
all under conditions
attached to offices and positions
of fair equality of opportunity; and
advantaged members of
2.b they must be to the greatest benefit of the least advantaged
society. "12
s~ciety."'~

As it stands, this criterion
criterion of justice doesn't tell us much, for at crucial points
forther normative concepts.
it employs
employsfirtbm
concepts. After all, every conception
conception of justice
"adequate-the question is, What is fair and adwill want to be "fair"
"fair'' and "adequat-the
principles, says Rawls,
Rawls,
equate?
Fleshing out the principles,
equate? Fleshing
"requires specifications
specifications [[...l
... ] [that]
[that] assign weights to cenain
certain of the primary
goodsL]
goods[,] and citizens' fair shares
shares of these goods are specified by an index which
uses these weights. The primary goods may be characterized
characterized under five
five headfollows:
ings as follows:
freedom of
(a)
(a) First, the basic liberties
liberties as given by a list, for example: freedom
thought and liberty of conscience;
conscience; freedom
freedom of association;
association; and the
freedom defined by the liberty and integrity of the person as well as by
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the rule of law; and finally
finally the political liberties;
liberties;
(b)
(b) Second,
Second, freedom
freedom of movement and choice of occupation against
against a
opportunities;
background of diverse opportunities;
(c)Third,
(c)Third,powers and prerogatives of offices and positions of responsibility,
responsibility,
particularly those in the main political and economic
economic institutions;
institutions;
(d)
wealth;
(d) Fourth,
Fourth, income
income and wealth;
(e)
(e) Finally,
Finally, the social bases of self-respect."
self-respect."
Given Rawls's principles 1 and 2, and the priorities
priorities among and within them,
them,
every citizen will "have the same equal basic liberties and enjoy fair equality
equality
principle 1.
of opportunity"-see
opportunity"-see the items under (a)
(a) and (b),
(b), protected by principle
1.
"The only permissible
permissible difference
citizens is their share
share of the primary
difference among citizens
(c), (d)
(d) and (e),,-governed
goods in (c),
(e)"-governed by principle 2. This is, as Rawls calls
calls it,
Y
"justice as fairness"
fairness".13

3. Preference
Preference Satisfaction: Too Hard to Specify,
Endorsed?
and Too Rarely
Rarely Endorsed?
What reasons
reasons does
preference-justice? We can skip all
does Rawls adduce against preference-justice?
those objections
objections that are clearly addressed to only some forms
forms of it. To utilitarianism, for instance. It may well be that, unlike utilitarianism
utilitarianism and some
tarianism,
some of
its relatives,
we
should
secure,
if
possible,
a
minimum
level
of
well-being
for
relatives,
secure,
everybody, give at least some weight to equality
equality in the distribution, look after
off, or whatever. But, as noted towards the end of section
those who are worst off,
1.3, such anti-utilitarian requirements can be, and have been, met within
preference-based ethics.
ethics.
The discussion
objections, however,
discussion includes some objections,
however, which, though put forforoccasions-say, when he criticizes
ward by Rawls on special occasions-say,
criticizes utilitarianism,
utilitarianism,
or a "principle of restricted utility", or the system of "equal proportionate
proportionate
satisfaction"14 sati~faction"'~
-,, have,
have, and may be suspected to be intended to have, a more
general ring: the ring of anti-welfarism or anti-preferentialism. Where the
general ring is sufficiently obvious,
obvious, the arguments
arguments will simply be treated as
general ones.
At times we shall
shall travel within sight of roads that have been traveled before-by welfare-theorists
welfare-theorists and utilitarians
fore-by
utilitarians over the ages,
ages, by critics of John
writings, and, most notably, by Richard Ameson,
Arneson, in his papers on
Rawls's writings,
subjectivism, and preference
preference formation.
primary goods, distributive
distributive subjectivism,
formation.
3.1
Definiteness
3.1 Definiteness

Rawls says,
says, on various occasions, that he must introduce "primary goods" in
order to have any chance of getting "a definite result" out of the "original
15
position" at all.
position"
all.15
Two brief points at the outset. First,
assumes that his prinFirst, Rawls's remark assumes
This
is a big assumption,
assumption,
ciples are blessed with the virtue of definiteness.
definiteness.

justice beyond
beyond Desires?
Justice
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and we will briefly return to it in section 3.2. Second:
Second: if Rawls's remark were
true,
constitute an argument
true, we could ask whether it doesn't constitute
argument against the "origiposition" rather than for "primary goods". Rawls's "original position" is
nal positionn
numerous premisses,
quite a baroque construction,
construction, with numerous
premisses, some
some of which are
decidedly
on
the
vague
side.
How
plausible,
and
how
"definite",
is it?
it? Has it
decidedly
not lost much of the clarity and intuitive appeal
appeal of its preferentialist
preferentialist ancestors?16
tors?16
Be this as it may-in
may-in the "original position", what problem of definiteness
definiteness
raise? It is not a problem of definiteness
would preferences raise?
definiteness that perhaps the
parties just don't want preference satisfaction,
satisfaction, or that Rawls has destined them
to want other things along with it. (Though at least the latter is a problem; see
definiteness, or
below, section 4.3.) As Rawls seems to see it, the problem of definiteness,
one such problem, is rather that, even to the extent that the parties wanted
preference satisfaction,
satisfaction, they would just not know enough about the preferences-and
preference changes
changes and opportunities of preference changes and
ences-and preference
satisfaction-that would come up.
possibilities of preference satisfaction-that
folfillment whose wording
But then why don't they choose a principle of
of desire
desirefi&lLment
and acceptance do notpresuppose
not presuppose any of
ofthis knowledge? They could rank the
logically possible fulfillment profiles and opt for the principle that the best
feasible
ranking) ought to be brought about.
feasible profile ("best" according to the ranking)
In order to make sure that their choice remains
remains an impartial
impartial one, we would of
require, with John Rawls, that they choose
choose a principle that
course continue to require,
makes no mention of particular individuals,
individuals, or that was in some other way
insensitive to the distribution of identities.
identities."17 And the principle could still
characterize the "basic structure"
structure" of society:
society: the basic structure ought
bught to be of
the type that makes sure, or has the best prospects of making sure, that the
feasible fulfillment
fulfillment profile is realized.
best feasible
rational with
In fact,
fact, if the choosers
choosers are, as Rawls tells us, means-ends rational
respect to their later yet unknown purposes, a principle of this type is the
obvious choice. Such a chooser will either believe an option to be, all things
told,
herfoture desires,
desires, or she won't choose
choose it. Therefore,
Therefore,
ofherfitwe
told, the best bet in view of
any choice she makes-no
makes-no matter how general the issue or how small her
facts, identities, and desires to come-will
knowledge of facts,
c o m ~ w i lbe
l based entirely on
fulfillment, and can thus be expressed entirely in
considerations
considerations of desire fulfillment,
18
those terms.
terms.18
definiteness in that they
Perhaps Rawls takes preferentialist criteria to lack definiteness
are,
in
a
certain
sense,
conditional.
After
all,
there
will
be, if preferentialism is
all,
are,
sense, conditional.
right, a great number of things that are forbidden as long as they have certain
consequences, and permitted as long as they have certain others.
consequences,
however, will hold for any sane conception
That, however,
conception of morality,
morality, including
including
any sane
sane conception
conception of political morality.
morality Pouring water out of your window
otherwise; driving
driving fast,
is fine
fine if nobody gets wet, and not so fine
fine otherwise;
fast, or a traffic
code that permits people to drive fast,
fast, is fine
fine if no-one gets hurt, and not so
exactly a dearth of condifine otherwise.
otherwise. Et cetera. Furthermore,
Furthermore, there is not exactly
fine
tional structures
structures in Rawls's own theory.
theory. His second principle of justice is
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explicitly
conditional; to
explicitly conditional. And rights and liberties
liberties are implicitly
implicitly conditional;
say that you have a right to something is roughly equivalent to saying: it
ought to be the case that, if
you want (or try) to have (or do or bring about)
ifyou
about)
that something,
something, then you can (or,
(or, at any rate, nobody will interfere).
interfere). Similarly for liberties.19
liberties. 19 Conditionality,
Conditionality, then, cannot be the problem.
If conditionality as such does
does not impugn definiteness, perhaps conditionconditiondoes? Probably not. First, because there is nothing parality on mental states does?
say, being in pain or desiring
something. Second,
Second,
ticularly indefinite about, say,
desiring something.
conditionality upon mental states is again a feature
feature of every sane conception
of morality,
morality, preferentialist or not; for who wants to say that people's pleasure
and pain and preferences do not count at all?
all?Third, mental states
states are again
something we find in Rawls-justice, too. Not only because rights and liberties
in general
paragraph), but also
general imply an appeal
appeal to mental states
states (see
(see previous paragraph),
Rawls's list certainly
because, even if not all of them did, some of the items on Rawlds
do: the liberty of conscience,
for
instance,
and
the
integrity
of the person.
conscience,
Benthamism, Rawls is even preAnd in rare and memorable moments of Benthamism,
pared to consider freedom from pain as a candidate
candidate for a "primary good".20
good".20
We may conclude
conclude that the reference to mental states,
states, too, is not, at least
cannot consistently be, the problem he is driving at.
Something else is enigmatic. There are several preferentialist theories that
Rawls criticizes
criticizes on moral grounds, pointing out in gruesome detail
detail what he
believes they would, in certain circumstances,
circumstances, require us to do: hold slaves,
slaves,
minorities, give all our resources to a few enthusiastic
enthusiastic astronomers,
persecute minorities,
astronomers,
etc.
etc."21 Surely the theories can't be that indefinite if they're definite
definite enough for
that.
Of course,
course, there may be a usage in which the word "definite" means "not
couched in terms of satisfied preferences". But if this is the usage, then the
definite result just
just
statement that we need "primary goods" in order to get a definite
means that we need them in order to get away from preference talk. It doesn't
mention a reason for getting away from preference talk.
Verification
3.2 Verification

Another problem with utility, says Rawls, is that we would "require a workworkable public interpersonal
interpersonal measure to identify it" and that
" [t]he
[... ] utility on this count are substantial.
substantial. Uncertainty is
[tlhe difficulties
difficulties with [...l
likely to increase
disputes and mistrust for much the same reason that unclear
increase disputes
and ambiguous
ambiguous principles do [[...l."
... ]."

The point now is not that an orectic
orectic criterion, including any interpersonal
comparisons it might require, is badly defined,22
defined,22but that it is hard to verify.
verify.
Applying it will therefore be difficult and costly-costly,
costly-costly, as the reference to
disputes
disputes and mistrust reminds us, even from
from a moral point of view.
preferences, and
But this argument doesn't work. For one thing, many preferences,
strengths
of
preferences,
can
be
diagnosed
beyond
reasonable
strengths preferences,.can diagnosed
reasonable doubt. Second,
Second,
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it is, to say the least, an open question
question whether the remaining, difficult
dificult cases
cases
are more numerous
numerous or more difficult
dificult than those involved
involved in talk of "primary
23 For what is
adequate schemes" of these.
goods",
goodsn,or of "liberties"
"libertiesn,, or of "fully adequate
these.23
scheme (and with what weight), and what is not,
included in a fully
fully adequate
adequate scheme
-find out?
out?
and how do we-consensually,
we--consensually, without "disputes and mistrust"
mistrustn-find
Is's "primary goods"
some of Raw
Rawls's
And, as was mentioned in section
section 3.1, at least some
have to do with mental states,
states, too, and are thus, with respect to verification,
verification,
preferences. Rawls shouldn't include freedom from pain
in the same boat as preferences.
adequate while
(and the like) among his "primary goods" to make them look adequate
freedom from pain (and the like)
like) for dealing in
blaming others who talk of freedom
observe.
goods that are hard to observe.
ifRawlsian
Third, even if
Rawlsian "primary goods"
goods" were more manageable than utility, we could work with two levels of principles. We could consistently
consistently be, on
the one hand, preferentialists when doing political philosophy and when wondering what the laws ought to achieve
achieve (and why), and, on the other hand,
Notoriously, there
write and apply laws that do not even mention preferences. Notoriously,
type. 24 And if
may be sound general reasons for a two-level structure of this type.24
everybody knows about it and nobody is cheated, it is unobjectionable.
insists that
Fourth, remember that Rawls is a "publicist"; that is to say, he insists
the principles of justice, and the reasoning that led to them, be publicly known.
This request is hardly compatible with the objection we are currently
currently considering,
application costs. For the general form of such
ering, viz. an objection
objection from application
an objection
objection is this: "Let us grant, for the sake of the argument, that principle
X correctly characterizes
characterizes the good or the right. But its public use wouldn't
right."25 Now, a publicist would not want us to hide
promote the good or the right."25
that argument from the public either.
either. However, if we don't, and if therefore
therefore
the public knows that X correctly
correctly characterizes the good or the right, then
reasoning, in political as well as
how can its members fail
fail to base their moral reasoning,
other matters,
at
bottom,
on
X?
Given
X's
matters,
X?
X's alleged practical weakness, we
might hope and suggest
suggest that, for quick reference,
reference, they adopt some other principles. But once they see that X is correct we cannot stop them from judging
directly, in the light ofX.
things, more or less
less directly,
of X.
Fifth, last,
verification problems need verification
verification
Fifth,
last, and most important: verification
aptly, in another context, "It is irrational
answers. As Rawls puts it very aptly,
irrational to
advance
advance one end rather than another simply because it can be more accurately estimated."26
e~timated."'~Absolutely. So we cannot give moral authority to "primary goods" just because sometimes
sometimes the impact things have on desire fulfillfulfillfigure out. Compare this to other areas of life: we do not get
ment is hard to figure
into a habit of going by hearsay just because sometimes
sometimes the truth is hard to
figure
figure out.
In the preferentialist's
preferentialist's eyes,
eyes, relying on an index of "primary goods" is arbitrary unless there is a warranted hope for the procedure to approximate the
fulfillment. Without that hope, there is
results that are best in terms of desire
desire fulfillment.
is a matter of
no reason to believe that the distribution of "primary. goods"
justice. Having sometimes
to
guess
what
will
best
serve
a
principle
is one
sometimes
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thing. Having the guesswork replace the principle is another.
another.

3.3 Popularity
Rawls also
also objects that preference-justice
preference-justice would not be able to gain largescale support. This, he thinks, is bad news for a political philosophy.27
philosophy.27
showing,
However,
However, Rawls has simply not shown,
shown, or come anywhere
anywhere near showing,
that preferentialism's prospects of getting support are worse than those of his
principles. 28 And, more importantly,
prin~iples.~~
importantly, let us be careful
careful not to overrate general
general
endorsement.
endorsement. It would be nice for a theory of justice to have support, but
straightforward argument from lack of support to lack of adthere is no straightforward
equacy.
equacy. After all, majorities can be dumb and immoral.
immoral. We shouldn't try to
norms-only when marketing our norms.
humor them when thinking about norms-only
This is not to say that we may disregard
disregard other people, whose views and
interests may diverge radically from ours. Indeed, we mustn't. Part of our
everybody for one, nobody for more than one. 29 But
values is that we count everybody
it is one thing to have democratic values,
values, and quite another to be democratic
about what values one has.
stability, intimately connected
Neither is it to say that considerations
considerations of stability,
with those of support, should play no role in our moral practice. They had
extent, tolerant.
tolerant.
better play a large role; they too had better make us, to some extent,
An armed rebellion,
rebellion, for instance,
instance, involves pain and inconvenience on both
drawback; it follows
sides,
sides, which is itself a large moral drawback;
follows that we ought hardly
ever to pursue our moral goals in ways that would stir up those who don't
share them. This is one more type of reason,
reason, though less direct and noble
than the one we embraced in the previous
previous paragraph, why we ought not to
ride rough-shod over people with a different
different view. But, once again,
again, it only
means that we have moral reasons to give others a say; not that we have reasay.
sons to give them a moral say.
The picture that emerges-the
emergeethe picture of diversity,
diversity, support,
support, and tolerance-is
this.
The
fact
of
moral
pluralism
resembles
the
fact of bad weather.
ance-is
fact
Bad weather ought to influence our actions,
actions, and some trips it ought to make
us cancel. But it needn't impair the fact
fact that we desire these trips, and that we
would go on a picnic if the weather were not as bad as it is.
The same goes for justice. It is a sufficient response to the "fact of pluralfellow-citizens have moralstanding
moral standing. We take them into account,
ism" that our fellow-citizens
account,
interests, no matter how different
different from ours; doing so will
especially their interests,
However, giving
often mean giving in to them, making moral sacrifices.
sacrifices. However,
giving them
meta-ethical standing-polling them as to what the norms of political justice
meta-ethicalstanding-polling
themselves should look like-is
unnecessary and danthemselves
like-is implausible.
implausible. It is also
also unnecessary
gerous. The expression "public
"public reason" may not qualify as an oxymoron, but
it's not far oE30
off. 30 What is public need not be reason (and often isn't), and what
is reason need not be public (and often isn't). The quest for support should
shape our values.
shape our actions;
actions; it should not shape
addressing. One of them says:
Two objections
objections to these remarks are worth addressing.
says:
our observation that majorities can commit moral howlers might miss the
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people-doesn't
point, since Rawls aims at a consensus
consensus among reasonable people--doesn't
that make all the difference?31
differen~e?~'
It does make a difference:
difference: it shifts
shifts the problem elsewhere. For whom do we
count as reasonable?
reasonable? If "reasonable" is supposed to perform the job of fendimmoral, a whole lot of moral substance
ing off the immoral,
substance will have to be packed
into it in the first place. And the more moral substance we pack into "reasonable", the less clear it is that reasonable people will reject preferentialism. To
preferentialism; only
say that they will is then no longer an argument against preferentialism;
claiming, not showing,
preferentialism is wrong.
a roundabout way of claiming,
showing, that preferentialism
The second objection says that, if
society is to be liberal,
liberal,
if society
"the state can no more
citizens' rational
"the
more act to maximize the fulfillment
fulfillment of citizens'
(as in utilitarianism),
utilitarianism), [.
[...
human excellence,
preferences, or wants (as
preferences,
..]J or to advance
advance human
excellence,
perfectionism), than it can act to advance
advance
or the values of perfection (as
(as in perfectionism),
Catholicism
Protestantism, or any other
Catholicism or Protestantism,
other religion.
religion. None of these views of the
specified by the corresponding
meaning,
corresponding
meaning, value,
value, and purpose of human life,
life, as specified
comprehensive religious
conceptions of the good,
comprehensive
religious or philosophical conceptions
good, are affirmed
flirmed
citizens generally,
by citizens
generally, and so the pursuit of any of them through
through basic institutions gives
gives political society a sectarian
sectarian character.
character. "32

But one of
of the items in the first sentence
sentence is,
is, other than the sentence claims,
claims,
objection holds that, if
preferentialism had few folnot like the others. The objection
if preferentialism
folfacto a society
lowers, then ipso facto
society based on preferentialist principles would be
illiberal. This is wrong. Preferentialism is a paradigm ofliberalism.
of liberalism. It is, recall
far;:on"-in its purest form.
form. No
1.3, "chacun ia sa fason"-in
the remarks from section 1.3,
other doctrine takes the idea of neutrality,
neutrality, the idea that one woman's meat is
another woman's poison, as seriously as preference-justice does. If preferenilliberal,
tialism lacked support, this would show, not that preferentialism is illiberal,
but that liberalism lacks
lacks support.
4. Priorities-and
Background
Priorities-and a Glimpse of the Background
4.1 Who Rules
Rules the Roost?
Roost?

Rawls complains
complains that for the preferentialist many important things will have
priority under some circumstances
circumstances only and that these circumstances
circumstances needn't
always hold. It is easy to think of scenarios,
scenarios, though perhaps less easy to think
of realistic
realistic ones, in which the preferentialist would want to violate, say,
somebody's "basic liberties" in order to optimize
optimize preference satisfaction. Thus,
protected. 33
preference-justice might fail
fail to protect what ought to be protected.33
however, assume anti-preferentialism;
anti-preferentialism; they do not supRemarks like these,
these, however,
degree certain liberties
port it. To what degree
liberties are accountable to the standard of
satisfaction is the very issue between the preferentialist and the
preference satisfaction
preferentialist got
Rawlsian.
Rawlsian. The issue is hardly settled by announcing
announcingthat the preferentialist
preferentialist could announce,
it wrong. The preferentialist
announce, vice versa, that the allegedly
error, or at the very
overriding importance
importance of certain particular items is an error,
overriding
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least a mystery, in Rawls's principles: Rawls runs the risk of securing what
secured. 34
isn't worth securing,
securing, and of sacrificing what ought to be secured.34
Furthermore,
Furthermore, it is wrong to say that the preferentialist relies on certain
facts to validate, in conjunction with the preferentialist
preferentialist values, the "basic
facts
35
items. He does not. While the preferentialist
preferentialist hapliberties" or some such items.35
frequently, given his values, the facts
facts will
validate the "liberpens to think that frequently,
willvalidate
ties", he also thinks that nothing hinges on this. Whenever they don't validate
reflects the moral authority of
them, this does
does not embarrass him. It simply reflects
preference satisfaction
satisfaction over particular "goods". Of course the director should
take over when the deputies
deputies would go astray.
Perhaps this is also the right place to look at Rawls's concession that the
index of "primary goods" is flexible.
flexible. It needn't be fixed
fmed once and for all,
all, he
says,
formed in the course of tim~6-how
says, but can be formed
timS6-how does
does that sound to the
preferentialist?
preferentialist? Not very comforting. The more protean the index, the less
Rawls-justice
Rawls-justice tells us. Rawls's readers and the parties in the "original position"
positionn
creatio continua would be fine
would have to buy a pig in a poke. The creatio
fine if it
Rawls explains in no uncertain terms, is
traced desire
desire fulfillment,
fulfillment, but that, Rawls
not intended.
preferences. That the index changes
changes
intended."37 So there's little hope for the preferences.
change in the right way.
is at best useless, at worst frightening,
frightening, if it doesn't change
4.2 Either-Or
Either-Or
At times the issue-desire fulfillment
goods"?-looks not so much
llfdment or "primary goods"?-looks
like a dissent between Rawls and the preferentialist
Rawls: is his
preferentialist as a dissent in Rawh:
theory,
pecking-order between preferences
theory, with respect to the pecking-&der
preferences and "primary
goods", consistent?
goods",
consistent?The question has already
already arisen in section 3,
3, and will arise
arise
several more times.
several
One telling example
example is Rawls's
Rawls's argument why the choosers
choosers in the "original
''original
position" would favor
position"
favor a principle that gives priority, inter alia,
alia, to the liberty
conscience. It might be asked,
of conscience.
asked, he says,
says, why the choosers, instead of opting
opting
for this priority, wouldn't
wouldn't allow for trade-offs. Imagine an alternative
alternative principle that, when many people could become very happy if the religion of just
ciple
repression. For the choosers
a few people were repressed, permitted repression.
choosers in the
"original position", wouldn't
wouldn't such a principle be the "better bet"? Rawls re"If the parties were to gamble
gamble in this way, they would show that they
plies: "If
[ ••• J did not know what a religious,
religious, philosophical,
philosophical, or moral conviction was.n38
was."38
[...l
Thus, in Rawls's usage the predicate "religious conviction"
conviction" entaih
entails that noreligious conviction, not for all the tea in
body would want to abjure their religious
words like "faithn-that
"faith"-that
China. It is, in this usage, analytically true-true
true-true of word
people have a lexicographical
lexicographical preference for their faith
faith over tea (or money, or
whatever).
whatever). And because people have this preference, says Rawls, principles
priority.
will be chosen that respect the priority.
However, if this argument from
from lexicographical
lexicographical preferredness works at all,
it will work across
across the board. Principles will be chosen according
according to which
whatever is lexicographically
lexicographically preferred gets lexicographical
protection. 39 Why
lexicographical protect~n.39
not admit this, then?
then? Friends of "primary goods" can't have it both ways, and
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they should face
preferences don't have authority in
face up to that fact.
fact. Either preferences
justice-in which case Rawls
arguments like the
matters of justice-in
Rawls cannot employ arguments
one we have just seen him employ. Or they do have authority-in
authority-in which case
the principles of justice had better say so.
4.3 "Moral Powers"

The plan was to discuss explicit objections to preference-justice. Even so, we
should take a moment to leave the individual objections aside
aside and glimpse, as
far as it can be made out, the root of the dissent: where in Rawls's doctrine do
the "primary goods", and the absolute priority of some of them over the others, come from?
significant part of the answer is that they get
from? As we know, a significant
chosen in the "original position".
beware-the particular "goods" get chosen because Rawls has equipped
But beware-the
particular preferences.
preferences. He has equipped them with "highthe choosers
choosers with particular
est-order interests"
interests" to cultivate what he decides to call their "moral powers":
"The
effective sense of justice, that is, the
"The first power is the capacity for an effective
capacity to understand,
understand, to apply and to act from
capacity
from (and
(and not merely in accordance
with) the principles of justice. The second
capacity to
dance with)
second moral power is the capacity
form,
good. CorrespondComespondform, to revise,
revise, and rationally to pursue a conception
conception of the good.
powers, moral
persons are said to be moved by two highest-order
highest-order
ing to the moral
moralpowers,
moralpersonr
interests
these powers. [...l
[... ] [T]he
"original
interests to realize and exercise thesepmuers.
[Yhe parties [of the "original
to
advance
the
requisite
position"]
are
simply
trying
to
guarantee
and
position"]
advance
requisite conditions
... ] [these]
powers. "40
tions for exercising [[...l
[these] powers.

Now, to say that the right thing is the thing that friends
friends of goods A, B, and C
C
would choose is, first and foremost,
foremost, to say that the right things are goods A,
B, and C. The "original position"
position" has degenerated
degenerated into a labeling machine.
interests" at his discretion,
The moralist puts in "highest-order interests"
discretion, and the machine declares
declares them to be highest-order moral priorities.
priorities. Little of import is
going on here.
What we're left with is an axiological
axiological bottom-line: John Rawls wants to
society in which people understand (apply,
live in a society
(apply, etc.) the principles of
justice and in which they revise and rationally pursue a conception
conception of the
good;
good; these two things are more important to him than anything else. And
the "primary goods" are not, as Rawls would sometimes
sometimes have us believe, "allconsiderable extent, special-purpose means;
purpose means"41
means"41..They are, to a considerable
special purposes include
include the understanding
understanding of justice and the revision of
the special
one's values.
values.
So we have once again arrived at the gulf between the preferentialist
preferentialist and
the Rawlsian. The problem is not the appeal to second-order preferences
preferences as
say, to
such: if only they were sufficiently
sufficiently neutral!
neutral! A second-order preference,
preference, say,
frustration as possiblewhatever
possible-whatever the parlead a life with as little
little preference frustration
ticular first-order preferences
preferences may turn out to be-would
be-would do fine. It might
even amount, more or less, to the third interest Rawls says his "moral persons" have,
have, viz. a "higher-order interest in protecting and advancing
advancing their
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conception of the good as best as they can". However,
However, by making this only
one high-order interest among several,
several, and also
also by saying that this higherhighest-order,
order interest is "subordinate" to the other two,42
two,42which are highest-order,
Rawls celebrates some interests. In doing so, he violates the neutrality condition (clause
(clause 3 of the creed we presented in section
section 1.3), and thus the dreferenpreferenfairness and tolerance. In that sense, Rawls's system is really
tialist's ideals of fairness
-side.
fason"-side.
on the other side: the "chacun hama fayon"
While any violations of neutrality are hard to accept,
accept, the particular ones
Rawls has in mind do not make the task easier. Thus, with "highest-order
interest" no. 1,
1, i.e. the interest to understand etc. the principles of justice,
Rawls's morality turns intentionalist;
intentionalist; whether people think the right thing is
held to be of moral importance.
importance.
But why?
why? Other things being equal,
equal, people could just as well conform to
the old-fashioned ideal of a mother: few principles, lots of warmth; they could
also
also "become as little children", or as "the fowls
fowls of the air", or the "lilies of the
43 There is, I submit, no
field"-to
quote just a few prominent suggestions.
suggestion^.^^
field''-to
from it.
it.
intrinsic point in understanding
understanding the good or the right, and in acting
actingfiom
Good thinking can, on occasion,
occasion, serve
serve the good or the right, but it doesn't
motives, and cerconstitute it. What counts are the consequences,
consequences, not the motives,
certainly not the IQ.
As an illustration,
illustration, suppose that we could choose
choose between two societies:
societies: in
the first,
first, the citizens
citizens are deeply unhappy but cultivate their sense of justice; in
cultivate their sense of justice.
the second, they are deeply happy but do not cultivate
Now, if we really gave top priority to the cultivation
cultivation of the sense of justice, we
second-that is, miswould have to favor
favor the first of these societies over the second-that
absutd. And things would not get signifiery over happiness. This would be absurd.
cantly less absurd if we said that the cultivating,
cultivating, by being just one of the top
priorities (with happiness itself among the others),
others), cannot outweigh everything. It could still outweigh a lot, including a lot of misery, and that is highly
implausible.
interests of the affected parties is
The emphasis
emphasis on things other than the interests
also
also why the mentally handicapped,
handicapped, the seriously ill, and animals
animals play no
role,
ethics. Say that
role, or at best a rather awkward one, in Rawls's political ethics.
Mary falls
falls severely ill and needs costly medical treatment. Why should socisociety give it to her?
her? Because she is suffering?
suffering? Because she does
does not want to die?
die?
Because her children
her?
children are suffering
suffering with her and do not want to
to lose her?
Wrong, says Rawls: "The aim is to restore people [[...l
... ] so that once again they
of
society."
are fully
cooperating
members
fully cooperating
our "considered
Is that what we want to say?
say? Is that obr
"considered judgment", "after due
reflection"?44 Gloomy prospects for those patients who would love to be saved,
refle~tion"?~~
saved,
but will not be able to function, or to cultivate their "moral powers", afterafterwards. No life-support
life-support for those, e.g., who will no longer be able to
to underjustice?
stand the principles of justice?
-order interest". It includes,
includes, among
A few words also on the second "highest
"highest-order
other things, a praise of revisions.
revisions. This, too, I find hard to join in. I have no
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45
intrinsic
havingvalues.
intrinsic objection to people simply having
values.45
To be sure,
sure, it is in a person's own best interest,
interest, and thus ought to be the
she wants to revise her values, she can and does;
does; and similarly
similarly
case, that, if
ifshe
revising her values leads
that, if
ifrevising
leads to a fulfillment
llfillment profile that is better for her
fulfillment), she can and does revise them. But these
(better in terms of desire hlfillment),
two "ought"s
"ought" s and their implications are hlly
fully looked after by an interest in
are, as they ought to be, on a par with other
one's own good, where they are,
considerations
considerations about one's own good.
good. In order to adequately protect them,
we need no extra clause about revisions.
further in two respects.46
respects. 46 One is that via "highestNotice that Rawls goes hrther
order interest" no. 2 he ascribes intrinsic importance not just to the possiimplausible. Little Dorrit, for
bility, but to the exercise of revisions. This is implausible.
change her own conception
conception of
example, is never going either to question
question or to change
example,
her?47
the good, and what is wrong with her?47
And Rawls assigns
assigns top importance
importance to revisability.
revisability. This is also implausible.
implausible.
&d
Some of the best things in life require decisions that are not revisable. To live is
Some
to forsake
forsake possibilities, to pass points of no return. A person who gives high
revisability-mostly choosing
choosing the course that will commit her least,
priority to revisability-mostly
least,
open"-is an unlikely candidate for a moral ideal.
mostly "keeping her options open9'-is
Ulysses,
sirens, has himself tied to the mast. He
Ulysses, in order to listen to the sirens,
gives brders
orders that his future
autonomously
future orders
orders be ignored,
ignored, thus choosing,
choosing, autonomously
revisability to zero. We hope for him that the coup
and rationally,
rationally, to reduce revisability
abound with such strucworks, and are glad to read that it
does. Our lives Hbound
it-does.
Obviously, some things are worth some
tures, large and small. 48 Obviously,
some very basic
liberties.
revisability were aa-special
special good;
good, it surely wouldn't
wouldn't have lexiliberties. Even if revisability
cographical,
cographical, or even high, priority over other goods. And if it doesn't, an
liberties" over other goods
argument for the lexicographical
lexicographical priority of "basic liberties"
cannot be grounded in it.
liberties
Is it really the case, then, that "we want people to care about their liberties
and opportunities in order to realize" Rawls's two powers, and that "we think
they [including
[including Little Dorrit?]
Dorrit?] show a lack of self-respect and weakness of
character in not doing SO"?49
Fellow-citizens, somebody is preaching one par~o"?~Vellow-citizens,
ticular life-style and pushing it at the cost of others. He can't be a liberal.
liberal.

5. Expensive
Expensive Tastes

Rawls frequently mentions
mentions "expensive
"expensive tastes" as a problem for the preferconnotations, the word "taste" may not be a happy
entialist. Given some of its connotations,
either, some way or other,
other,
choice. It suggests
suggests that the mental states
states in question either,
fall
preferences in the 111-fledged
full-fledged sense
sense (in which case,
case, howfall short of being preferences
ever,
preferentialist wouldn't
ever, the preferentialist
wouldn't want to count them in either,
either, so Rawls would
be carrying coals to Newcastle)
Newcastle) or are preferences
preferences we are permitted to ignore
ignore
(which,
however,
is
the
moral
claim
that
is
at
issue,
and
should
therefore
(which, however,
therefore not
be entailed, or insinuated,
insinuated, by the choice of words).
Rawls adduces
The examples
examples Rawls
adduces include
include people who "have a strong desire
desire to
to
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study quasars
quasars with powerful radio telescopes", people who desire "going on
pilgrimages to distant places or building magnificent cathedrals
cathedrals or temples",
and people who "are distraught without expensive wines and exotic dishes"50
.
dishes"50.
fulfilling these dePreferentialists, Rawls seems to think, are committed to hlfilling
sires-whereas if we talk of "primary goods" instead, we can simply leave
sires-whereas
Chablis,
telescopes off the list, and thus render justice imChablis, St. Peter's,
Peter's, and telescopes
mune to the special
special claims
connoisseurs, popes, scientists,
scientists, and the like.
claims of connoisseurs,
However,
However, that the items
items can be left off the list is no good reason for having
a list. Forcing a village of miserable serfs to build, say, a chateau or a radio
telescope for their local potentate is a revolting idea anyway. Even utilitarianism says so,
so, not to mention those systems
systems of preference-justice, gestured
gestured at
towards the end of section 1.3,
1.3, that work with minimum levels of utility or
with other equality constraints. To see this,
this, just look at the preferences
preferences of the
serfs and at those of their starving children.
51 Where, then, is the
hundreds of serfs
~hildren.~'
scandal in the preferentialist
preferentialist treatment of "expensive tastes"?
tastes"?
scandal
But would not, an objector might insist,
preferentialists "require society to
insist, preferentialists
skew the allocation
allocation of resources in an extreme way in favor
hvor of the person
quasars"?52 Yes and no. In never-never land, where the noninterested in quasars"?52
nonastronomers simply
astronomers
s k p l y don't mind parting with their money and time, nothing
is wrong with transferring these resources to the astronomer
astronomer who would be
sad without them. It would be wrong not to. But in life as it is, people have
their own projects and do mind very strongly giving up their money and
to decree, like Rawls, that they ought
preferentialist will tend to.decree,
time; thus, the preferentialist
notto
preferences, including expensive ones,
not
to be asked to do so. To say that all preferences,
ones,
count is not to say that when the counting is over expensive preferences will
win. In fact,
entails that their chances
win.
fact, "expensive" already entails
chances of winning are
slim. For it means that there are lots of competing
considerations
competing
- considerations on the other
side of the scales.
forget the person who has the costly preference:
preference: what
Neither should we forget
about her rights and her welfare?
welfare? What would permit us to leave them out of
picture? Surely what these situations
situations call for is a weighing,
the picture?
weighing, not an ignoring, of claims.
"expensive tastes" would be "soRawls is worried that taking into account
account "expensive
cially divisive",
almost
"a
receipt
for
[
...
]
civil
strife".
53 But first of all,
divisive",
[...]
strife".53
all, as was
pointed out in section 3.3, preferentialism entails lots of reasons against hubbub. Second, even if it didn't, the objection would be incomplete. If taking
into account expensive preferences
preferences caused riots, then the preferences
preferences thereby
frustrated would still have to be weighed against the others. We cannot just
assume
assume that conflict must be avoided;
avoided; we must look at the moral costs of the
avoidance. 54 Third, we have seen that taking costly preferences into account
avoidance.54
the way preferentialism does is far less demanding
demanding than Rawls seems to think.
theory? There are some rights or liberties
And finally,
finally, what about his own theory?
to. 55 Their lexical priority makes
that Rawls does not just honor but kowtows to.55
strife?
injnitely expensive-is
expensive-is that not an incentive
incentive for civil strife?
them infinitely
Next, Rawls sees
sees the danger that people would cheat, and would pretend
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56 But deception is a
expensive desires
to have expensive
desires that in fact
fact they don't have.
have.56
special case of the verification problem, which we covered at length in section
arises for other goods as well. Hiding money is at least
3.2. And the problem arises
as easy as hiding preferences.
says, they could feel
Even if people don't cheat, Rawls says,
feel encouraged to

"develop [[...l
... ] costly conceptions of the good in order to shift the distribution
distribution of
the means
of
satisfaction
in
their
direction,
if
only
to
protect
themselves
against
means satisfaction
direction,
exorbitant claims
of
others."
claims others."
However, counting expensive
However,
expensive preferences doesn't lead to exorbitant claims. It
may lead to claims, but so does
does every conception of justice, Rawls's included.
included.
preferences in order to get the means of their satisfacdeveloping costly preferences
And developing
tion
tioh is foolishY
foolish.57 It's like borrowing money for the sole purpose of returning
it. That's
That's not a way of coming out ahead.
characterization of "exIt doesn't help that Rawls never gives us a general
general characterization
objection, and to
pensive tastes". When we endeavor to fully understand his objection,
decisive features
figure
figure out the scope of his ban, including the decisive
features that are supspeculate. The best we can do
posed to justify the ban, the censor forces
forces us to speculate.
is recall his examples,
examples, quoted at the beginning of this section,
section, and try to
extrapolate
extrapolate from
from them.
So let us see. Should justice ignore
ignore these preferences because they are strong?
strong?
discussion. Should justice ignore
This suggestion
suggestion is too macabre to deserve
deserve discussion.
them because they are unusual?
unusual? This can't
can't be right either-especially
either-especially if we're
still talking about strong ones. Should justice ignore them because their satispreferences, or
faction
faction would require that other people have lots of frustrated preferences,
goods"? Hardly,
Hardly, for how could that
have to give up lots of their "primary goods"?
make it right to not even take into account some of the preferences involved
(especially
(especially some of the strong ones)?
ones)? To be sure,
sure, problems of justice arise
when we can't give everything
everything to everybody. These are times for adjudicating,
adjudicating,
preferences-but not for
and also
also for deciding, unavoidably, against some preferences-but
again, remember that Rawls himself cultivates
plugging our ears. And, once again,
cultivates
fortune; he does so,
"goods" that can cost other people a fortune;
so, unlike the preferentialist, without even checking whether they are worth anything in the eyes of
tialist,
their recipients.
recipients.
Here's another idea:
idea: should justice ignore these preferences because they
can easily be changed?58
changed?58 However, it is not at all clear from the Rawlsian
others, which the
examples that they can be changed any more easily than others,
Rawlsian
protects. Furthermore,
Rawlsian index protects.
Furthermore, whenever preferences get into each
other's way and a collision can be avoided or ended,
ended, without too much trouble,
trouble,
by removing some of them, they ought to be removed and not, at the cost of
acknowledged by the preferentialist, and
others, satisfied.
satisfied. But that is fully acknowledged
section 7 will show in some more detail,
expressed in his
can, as section
detail, easily be expressed
every preference, not just of expensive
framework.
expensive ones
framework. And it holds true of evety
specific items that fail
approval.
and not just of preferences for specific
fail to get Rawls's approval.
At this stage,
stage, one might be tempted to probe further.
further. Should justice ignore
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these preferences because preferences are morally irrelevant anyway?
anyway?But even
"because" -clause were plausible (a big "if"), it would amount to the
if the "because"-clause
"expensive
admission that there is no argument from "expensive tastes". That "expensive
follow from anti-preferentastes" should be discounted would be taken to follow
tialism, rather than to support it. Any other suggestions?
suggestions? Should justice ignore these preferences because their content is not on the index of "primary
"primary
goods"?
goods"? It is about time we stopped.
stopped. Once again: the objection from
from "expensive tastes" was supposed
from
supposed to give us one of the reasons to turn away from
preference satisfaction to "primary goodsn
goods" as the currency of justice. Such a
preference
reason should hardly invoke the premiss that "primary goods" are what justice
is all about.
6. Preferences
Preferences with
6.
with an
an Unfair Genesis
Genesis

Rawls,
Rawls, like others, has objected to preference-justice on the grounds
grounds that preferences can have an unfair genesis.
genesis. This is why they are a poor guide
guide for
morals, and this is why we should specify people's needs in some other way.
59
way.59
If,
If, for instance,
instance, you have no wish to own a house, then this may have been
caused by conditions that are themselves
themselves unjust. Say you're destitute, and so
are your parents and friends
friends and neighbors, and that's the way it has been as
long as you can remember. This has shaped you; it has made owning a house
frustrated, the desire to
"unthinkable" for you, has prevented or stifled,
"unthinkablen
stifled, not frustrated,
own a house. If that is why the preference has never, or hardly ever,
ever, existed in
you, and if today you sti11live
still live in a trailer park, whereas a rich man has a weak
house-should we really give, as preferencepreference to own yet another house-should
justice seems
seems to imply,
imply, the house to him rather than to you?
you?
sense, an anti-preferentialist
Notice a parallel. The argument is, in a sense,
anti-preferentialistvari"voluntary" agreements
agreements can have moral authority
ety of the argument that "voluntary"
only if they have been reached in fair bargaining
bargaining situations.
situations. They must be
signing it
say, signing
"truly vvoluntary".6o
~ l u n t a r y " .A~ ~contract doesn't morally bind you, if, say,
starstarvation. In both these cases-house
was your only way to avoid starvation.
cases-house and starvation-an unfair genesis
genesis is supposed
supposed to deprive an item of its moral authorvation-an
authority: a preference pattern in the one case, a promise in the other.
other.
Returning to the real-estate example, let me begin with a preliminary
preliminary observation.
servation. The point the example
example is trying to establish
establish is compatible
compatible with
allowing preferences, and in a sense preferences only, to have substantial moral
weight. For the challenge,
challenge, supposing it was one, could be met by appealing to
the preferences people would have under certain,
certain, perhaps morally less problematic, circumstances.
circumstances. Nothing here propels us away from preferences and
lematic,
on to "primary goods". Even if the example
example worked, it would suggest a modipreferentialism. 61
fication, not a rejection, of preferentialism.61
fication,
section 1.2,
1.2, that we are studying
studying a
Anyway, it does
does not work. Recall, from section
preferentialism in which hedonic happiness, too, counts. "Pleasure
brand of preferentialism
absence of pain" have always been seen as a part of welfare, and we
and the absence
have built this into our preferentialism by stipulating that people desire,
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roughly speaking
speaking and among other things,
things, their own pleasure. (As I have
just as well do without that stipulation and say instead
pointed out we could just
that both desire
desire fulfillment
fulfillment and pleasure count.)
Bearing this in mind, let us ask who should get the house. The preferenfollows:
tialist replies as follows:
There are preferentialist reasons to
giving you
to make you hedonically happy
happy.. .if
Ifgiving
contributes to
satisfies, directly
directly or
a house neither contributes
to your hedonic happiness
happiness nor satisfies,
indirectly,
preference, then there is indeed no moral reason to give
indirectly, any other preference,
give
you the house.
that?) If, however,
however, it
house. (But
(But who on earth would want to deny that?)
makes
makes you hedonically happy or satisfies, directly or indirectly,
indirectly, another preferhouse.
ence,
ence, then there is a moral reason to give you the house.

Thus, the preferentialist says what we all want to say.
say. Of course,
course, aggregational
principles will still have to be applied in the second case (where
(where your receiving the house would make you happy or satisfy another preference),
since
preference), since
choosethe rich man, too, wants to own the house. As to aggregation,
aggregation, we can chooseremember the end of section 1.3-from
1.3-from the vast range of preferentialist options,
tions, including,
including, e.g., moral priority for the worst off.
OK It is sad that Rawls
systems, by just not putting them on the menu
decides to burke most of these systems,
decides
62 At any rate,
that the parties in the "original position" can choose
choose from.
from.62
preferentialism itself is merely a claim about what counts-about
counts-about the curpreferentialism
rency of justice. That's the claim the unfair-genesis objection was supposed
supposed to
discredit,
vindicated.
discredit, and that's the claim that stands
stands vindicated.
Four more remarks
remarks may be in order. First, some authors seem to be concerned with the problem that the deprived and repressed may not dare to
articulate
wishes. 63 It is indeed vital for the preferentialist to bear this in
articulate their wishes.63
mind whenever he endeavors
endeavors to establish
establish the facts
facts his morality responds to.
As an objection,
objection, however, the problem is a special version of the objection
sections 3.2 and 5. Notice, incifrom verification,
verification, which was discussed in sections
dentally,
objection, or at least what most of the objectors want to
dentally, that the objection,
make ofit,
presupposes significant
significant knowledge
knowledge on their part of the unarticulated
of it, presupposes
obviously, when that knowledge is available, the objection
wishes; but, obviously,
objection doesn't
get off the ground.
Second,
Second, we should bear in mind from section 1.2
1.2 that we're talking about
intrinsic preferences.
preferences. If you merely fail
intrinsic
fail to want the house in a sense of "wanting" that implies
implies "deeming attainable", then that is not an absence of a preference in the preferentialist's sense
sense of "preference".
Third, preferentialists
preferentialists look at implicit desires.
desires. This point was also
also mensection 1.2, and here becomes relevant as follows.
tioned in section
follows. According
According to
deprivation might narrow down your imagination
some critics,
critics, the fact that deprivation
preference-justice into trouble.'j4
trouble. 64 But it doesn't. Preference-justice guargets preference-justice
antees,
antees, just as the critics think it should be guaranteed,
guaranteed, that this kind of fact
can have no moral impact whatsoever.
whatsoever. For, if your poverty prevents you from
from
even imagining
imagining that you own a house, this doesn't imply that you do not
desire, in the sense
sense of "desire" relevant for the preferentialist calculus,
calculus, to own
desire,
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preferentialists go by is how you would feel
you imagined it,
a house.
house. What preferentialists
feel if
ifyou
not whether you do imagine
imagine it.
Since many of the preferentialist moves in this section admonish us, one
Since
preference fails
way or another,
another, not to rush into the judgement that a certain preference
fails
to exist, a critic would be right to remind us in return that, in the house story
as I told it, at least one preference,
preference, the one for the house itself,
itself, does indeed
not exist. Although I have already given the main reason why this shouldn't
preferences. It
general word on "missing"
"missing* preferences.
worry us, I would like to add a brief general
worship of preference satisfaction entails inshould not be thought that the worship
difference between the existence of one preference pattern and that of andifference
preference patterns are more conducive
other. Quite the contrary:
contrary: since
since some preference
to satisfaction than others,
others, friends
friends of preference satisfaction
satisfaction will take an enormous interest in the creation of the right patterns. (A little more on this
7.) And of course,
course, as parents know, creating
creating the right patbelow, in section
section 7.)
tern will sometimes involve giving you something that you didn't want ex
ante, but get to want ex post.
If all this is understood, why should we believe, with John Rawls,
Rawls, that
and
likings"65
?
"needs are different from
from desires,
wishes,
desires,
likings"65?

7. Changes
Preference
Changes of Preference
7.1
Fickleness
7.1 Fickleness

The final objection
changes of preference. It is one
objection to be considered concerns changes
of those objections,
3, that Rawls
objections, mentioned towards the beginning of section 3,
addresses
addresses to one particular brand of preferentialism, in this case utilitarianism,
ism, but that he could just as well have raised against the other brands.
Utilitarianism,
citizens
Utilitarianism, Rawls criticizes, will ask citizens
"to adjust and revise their final
desires, and to modify their traits of
of
final ends
ends and desires,
... ]."
character and to reshape their realised abilities [[...l."
carriers of desires",
desires", as "bare perUtilitarians
citizens as "passive carriers
Utilitarians have to see citizens
sons", ready to "consider any new convictions and aims, and even to abandon
loyalties" when doing so is required by their conception
conception of
attachments and loyalties"
observations, Rawls says,
says, "suffice to illustrate
illustrate the contrast bejustice. These observations,
utilitarianism and justice as fairness".66
fairness".66
tween utilitarianism
contrast? Reprogramming is precisely what Rawls himself prescribes.
prescribes.
What contrast?
Defending "primary goods" against the reproach that they might diverge radidoccally from
desiderata, and thus be morally off the mark, he says that his docfrom desiderata,
assumes
responsibility for our ends"; he assumes
trine "relies on a capacity to assume responsibility
"citizens to stand apart from conceptions of the good and to
to survey
survey and assess
assess
their various final
ends; indeed this must be done
final ends;
done whenever these ends conflict
with the principles of justice, for in that case they must be revised."67
re~ised."~'
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this? If Rawls
What are we to make of this?
Rawls can say this, why can't Sidgwick?
Sidgwick?It is
from the scythe
scythe of justrue that Rawls
Rawls professes to exempt some preferences from
however, cannot make the decisive
tice. 68 This exemption, however,
decisive difference. First,
because it is still true of Rawls, too, that he will subject many a deep and
stropg
since many a deep
strong preference to revision, since
deep and strong preference could,
could,
in certain realistic
realistic circumstances,
circumstances, be fulfilled only if Rawls-justice
RawIs-justice were viorobber,
lated; consider,
consider, for instance, a mother's ardent wish that her son, the robber,
Second, because the form,
form, too, of the exempbe spared from
from going to prison. Second,
tion confirms
confirms the tu qquoque.
~ o q u69e For
. ~ ~Rawls
Rawls says that people should revise only
desires whose fulfillment
those desires
fulfillment would conflict with justice. The utilitarian
believes the same-the
sarne-the only question being what justice is. There is no extra
dissent here with respect to the question
question whether justice can, to a considerable extent,
extent, boss around preferences.
preferences.
It seems,
seems, then, that Rawls's views on preference changes are themselves
change--d.epending on whether he is defending
prone to change--depending
defending his own theory or
attacking
attacking others.
7.2 Preference
Preference Changes
in Rawls's Defense
Changes in
Defense of "Primary
"Primary Goods"
Goods"

We have encountered
encountered a tension in Rawls's position on preference changes:
changes: he
decries utilitarianism
utilitarianism for requesting them, but requests them himself when it
suits him. Let us now look a little more closely at the second of these movessuits
movesthat is, at Rawls's
changes in his defense
Rawls's own appeal
appeal to preference changes
defense of "primary
goods".
peculiar? Doesn't it
First,
First, and perhaps most significant,
significant, isn't
isn't that appeal peculiar?
suggest
suggest that, if the preferences could not be changed, the "primary goods"
all?
would be inadequate-and
inadequate-and thus, that preferences have the last word after all?
justice? Why
But if they do, why not say so straightaway,
straightaway, in the principles of justice?
switch
goods"?
switch to "primary goods"?
Second,
feasibility: deciding to desire,
~econd,feasibili&
desire, or bringing about a change
change in one's
desires,
desires, is not always
always possible. It will not do to reply that the choosers in the
therefore
"original position" had a strong preference for revisability and will therefore
Even
if
this
were
one
of
the
more
plausible
premisses
of the
have secured it.70
it."
plausible
(we
have
seen
in
section
4.3
that
it
is
not),
the
"therefore"
"original
position"
"original
(we
4.3
quick; for no matter how strongly the choosers
prefer, their
would be too quick;
choosers prefer,
choices
impossible. Thus, for every desire that Rawls
choices won't
won't bring about the impossible.
Rawls
wants to be changed, he would have to show that it can be changed.
changed. And
autonomy,?l not every
since for him the praise of revisability has to do with a~tonomy,'~
will satisfy him; think of brainwashings,
brainwashings, drugs,
or television.
form of
of change
change wal
drugs,-or
te~evisiod.
So
So it would have to be shown not just that the changes
changes can be brought about,
about,
sense of "aubut that they can be brought about autonomously,
autonomously, in whatever sense
tonomous" that Rawls
Rawls may have in mind.
change certain preferences
preferences I have, will I want to?
to? ReThird, even if I can change
7.1 that quite a few of the preferences Rawls requires us
member from
from section 7.1
change will be deep and strong.
to change
strong. Against other criteria of justice he adduces
adduces
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what he calls
calls the "strains of commitment": people in the "original position"
choose
choose no principle that they believe might require so much of them that
comply.72 But wouldn't preference changes of the type Rawls rethey won't comply7*
quests themselves be such strains,
strains, and rather heavy ones?
ones?
The previous three points connect to a fourth one. For in as far as preferences have moral authority even according to Rawls (see
(see the first point), but
sometimes cannot, or cannot in the right way, or will not, be changed to
correlate with "primary goods"
goods" (see
(see the second and the third points), justice
in terms of "primary goods" will violate even the moral authority Rawls himself grants
grants to preferences. Over and above
above injustice,
injustice, inconsistency threatens.
revisions of preferences must tell us which of
Finally, whoever demands revisions
the conflicting
conflicting parties he wants to change,
change, and why that party rather than
another. Where preferences clash, who is the victim, who the culprit?
another.
culprit?
Say the pope wants me to do a handstand, I don't feel
feel like doing one, and
preferences-which of us would Rawls ask to
both of us could revise our preferences-which
revise?
revise?To claim that the index of "primary goods" will answer such questions
questions
(for instance,
instance, by including a basic liberty to stand on one's feet)
feet) would only
be passing the buck: how do we justify the index?
index?From there, it can be passed
further,
via
the
"original
position"
or
some
such device,
further,
device, to a hypothetical
individual rational
individual
rational choice.
choice. But what then?
then? Rational
Rational choice as such,
such, even behind a "veil of ignorance",
ignorance", will give us results
results conditional on the strength of
section 3.1),
3. l), and this is not what Rawls
the conflicting
conflicting preferences (see
(see above,
above, section
wants. His only chance of getting results
results in non-preferential terms is to equip
hypothetical choosers with specijc
specific preferences (see
the morally relevant hypothetical
(see above,
above,
4.3). This, however, gets us nowhere near a moral argument.
argument. It's just
section 4.3).
a moral verdict.
verdict.
7.3 Reasonable
Reasonable Changes
Changes

Rawls's ideas
ideas about preference changes,
including the anti-preferentialist
anti-preferentialist moves
changes, including
he is trying to make, are flawed-in
flawed-in numerous ways and sometimes to the
7.1 and 7.2.
degree of inconsistency. That has been the upshot of sections
sections 7.1
Contrast that diagnosis
preferentialist stand on these issues. Our
Contrast
diagnosis with the preferen&list
decisions, political and private,
private, will bring into existence certain preferences
preferences
decisions,
Some of the decisions-think
decisions-think of procreation,
procreation, famine
as opposed to others.
others. Some
famine
"[H]ow can we judge", Mill
relief, or schooling-will
relief,
schooling-will do so on a grand scale. "[Hlow
ask,
is quite right to ask,
"in
interests of
"in what manner many an action will affect even the worldly interests
of ourourothers, unless we take in,
selves
question, its influence
influence on the
selves and others,
in, as part of the question,
our, or their, affections
regulation
desire^?"'^
regulation of our,
affections and desires?"73

dimension; it must take into acMorality must indeed be sensitive to that dimension;
preference dynamics,
family
count preference
dynamics, and preferentialism does. In their society and family
satisfiable preferand own life, preferentialists
preferentialists will aim at the existence of satisfiable
ences-to
co-satisfiable preferences.
preferences. For the more CO-satisfiability
co-satisfiability
ences-to be exact,
exact, of CO-satisfiable
there is, the less frustration there has to be. Of course,
course, they will bear in mind
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frustrations pave the way to satisfaction.
that some
some frustrations
satisfaction. However, owing to the
condition of neutrality-a
neutrality-a condition of equality
and tolerancetolerance- they will
not discriminate
discriminate on
o ngrounds
g k d s of content.
feasible fulfillment
In short, if and only if the best feasible
fulfillment profile requires changes
changes
changes ought to be effected.
of preference, these changes
effected. All the preferentialist wants
is a preferentialist
preferentialist reason for them.

8. Conclusion
Conclusion

preferentialist, is the alpha and omega of justice.
Desire fulfillment,
fulfillment, says the preferentialist,
John Rawls denies this,
this, and we have looked at his major objections.
objections.
The objections have been defused. Doing so required little or no appeal to
preferentialism was
moral intuitions. Some
Some objections vanished as soon as preferentialism
understood. Others turned out to be based on double standards,
standards,
properly understood.
with Rawls considering the mote in his brother's eye,
eye, but not the mote, or
serious doubts about the
beam, in his own.
own. And quite a few backfired, raising serious
doctrine. To be sure,
consistency of Rawls's doctrine.
sure, the fact that the objections have
been defused does not settle the issue: there are other arguments for and
against
against preference satisfaction
satisfaction and its rivals. Still,
Still, preferentialism does emerge
strengthened.
look, not at the particular objections,
objections, but at the
Let us have a parting look,
things, but how
general issue. What counts,
counts, we preferentialists
preferentialists hold, is not things,
just to give one loaf of bread each to a being
people relate to them. It is not
notjust
that has no desire to eat and to a being that would love to survive
survive but needs
so; ditto in matters that are less specific,
specific, or less
two loaves in order to do so;
dramatic,
Rawls-justice, I submit as others have submitted before
dramatic, or both. Rawls-justice,
sufficiently respect this.
me, does not sufficiently
If, as Rawls suggests, our principles of justice talk of particular "goods", we
are bound to get into trouble: in which sense are they goods,
goods, and how do we
diverge from
know? What happens when they diverge
know?
from the things people desire
desire and
happy? Worse still,
still, what happens
happens when they
the things that make people happy?
preferences should not, or even cannot, be changed?
changed?
diverge and the relevant preferences
If,
preferences, and make the goods accountable
If, vice versa, we start with preferences,
accountable to
them, we get a story that makes sense: the search for the best feasible
feasible fulfillwant-and will be asked to
ment profile. In that story,
story, people get what they want-and
possible.
revise their preferences when this is both good and possible.
Preferentialism
Preferentialism has a simple old truth on its side.
side. Perhaps we can re-open
our eyes to it. Means receive their life from ends. Being preferred, or being
preferred, is precisely what turns things into goods. If our
conducive to what is preferred,
principles of justice lose sight of this, we might as well play blind man's buff.
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6:26, 6:28; a splendid plea for such an ideal is Schlick 1927,
43. Matthew 18:3f, 6:26,6:28;
1927, esp. pp.
system, (1)
(2)
349f. Intentionalism
Intentionalism is a crucial premiss for Rawls.
Rawls. In his system,
(1) intentionalism plus (2)
the "fact of pluralism" generate
generate (3)
(3) tolerance:
tolerance: since
since now, in the "original
"original position", the parties
(1)
(2) know that
(1) want that later they support the principles of justice (intentionalism),
(intentionalism),and (2)
(3) they choose
later many different moralities will be in the air (the "fact of pluralism"),
pluralism"), (3)
compatible with lots of moralities (tolerance).
principles of justice compatible
principles
(tolerance).
44. For these and similar
similar expressions,
theory,
expressions, and the important role they play in Rawls's theory,
above, in note 31. The previous quotation,
people, is from
see the references above,
quotation, about restoring people,
PL V.3.5.
V.3.5. For Rawls's struggle with the issue of health care, see
see also SRMC,
SRMC, p. 227, RAM m,
111,
note, KCMT, second lect., III-E,
111-E, and SUPG IV-B.
3.1 above,
above, imply a critique
critique not just
45. The following
following paragraphs, together with section
section 3.1
of Rawls,
11.
Rawls, but also of the influential
influential argument in Buchanan 1975,
1975,II.
quotation at the beginning of this section and also from
46. This is clear from
from the long quotation

.
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SRMC, p. 228, and BLP,
(correspondingly PL, pp. 313f).
SRMC,
BLP, pp. 27f (correspondingly
3130.
47.
(correspondingly PL VIII.5-E)
VIII.5-E) Rawls writes that "many persons may not
47. In BLP V-E (correspondingly
[... J. They are not to be
examine their acquired
acquired beliefs and ends but take them on faith
faith [...l.
criticized for this [[...l."
... J." But they are heavily criticized
criticized ("insulted"
("insulted" might be the better word)
word)
example, the statements I quote in the final paragraph of this section.
section.
by Rawls-see,
Rawls-see, for example,
Worse still,
since the principles
principles of justice are designed for,
for, and
still, they are discriminated
discriminated against,
against, since
justified with permanent reference to, the interest of the other kind of people, who do want to
examine their ends.
ends. The non-examiners pay for the examiners' liberties.
references, in Elster 1979,
II.
48. More on such structures,
structures, including numerous further
further references,
1979,II.
49. KCMT, first lect., IV-E.
quotations are from FG VII-B, BLP, p. 44 (correspondingly
50. The three quotations
329),
(correspondinglyPL, p. 329),
and SUPG IV-B, where the words "expensive tastesn,
tastes", too, can be found.
found. Dworkin (1981,
(1981,
II-B
VIII) also presents
presents the objection from "expensive tastesn.
tastes". Cf. the slaveholders
slaveholders in FG
11-B and VIII)
6f, the critical
passage
critical remarks in Anow
Arrow 1973,
1973, IIU-E,
111.1-E, and the relevant .
- in Hausmanl
McPherson 1996,6.3.2. Arneson 1990a,
Objection", discusses
McPherson
1990a, "Seventh
"Seventh Objectionn,
discusses the same problem;
his
hi and my discussions,
discussions, I hope, supplement each other nicely.
nicely.
incidentally, a reasonably reliable procedure to establish that one person's
51. There is, incidentally,
real-life preference for survival
survival is stronger than another person's (say,
(say, the potentate's) real-life
preference for a chiteau: very roughly speaking,
could check whether the potentate would
speaking, we codd
rather survive
cMteau or starve
starve in the chiteau. The issue raised here is that of
survive without the chiteau
RudolfSchiilller
"extended preferences";
preferencesn; cf. the discussion in Broome 1998
1998 and the reply
. . by
. Rudolf Schdler
classici, esp. to the writings
of Arrow
in the same
volume, as well as their references
same volume,
references to the loci classci,
writings ofArrow
See also Hare 1981,
7.
and Harsanyi.
Harsanyi. See
1981,7.
52. FG, p. 282.
53. BLP, p. 44 (correspondingly
(correspondingly PL, pp. 329f).
3290.
54. See
See Fehige 1997,
1997, 3.1f;
3.16 and above,
above, section 3.3.
above, in section
2.
55. See
See the priority of his principle lover
1 over his principle 2, mentioned above,
section 2.
On this problem, cf. Arrow 1973,
1973, II,
11, Harsanyi
Harsanyi 1975,3
1975, 3 and postscript, Nagel 1973,
1973, p. 13,
13,
above, sections
Narveson 1982,
1982, p. 132;
132; and above,
sections 4.2 and 4.3-E.
56. FG VII-B.
introduced for different
57. Cf. Fehige 1998,
1998, esp.
esp. 1.
1. Though introduced
different purposes, the drug example
in Parfit 1984,
illustrates the point. Remember that the extra&n
extra fun of having fulfilled
1984, p. 497, illustrates
fulfillment ofa
of a different,
standing desire
desire
desires is another issue; it counts
extra desires
counts as the fulfillment
different, existing,
existing, standing
desires; see
pleasure, and does thus not argue
argue for the intrinsic
for pleasure,
intrinsic value of fulfilled
fulfilled extra desires;
see above,
above,
added.
section
section 1.2, and below, section
section 6. The quotation is from
from FG VII-B, emphasis
emphasis added.
issues; see
see below, the
58. A leitmotiv in Rawls's writings on "primary goods" and related issues;
references in notes 67 and 70.
references
preferences generated by
59. See
See Rawls's remarks that "we want to go behind de facto
facto preferences
(T], p. 155;
66), and that a "free person is not only one who
given conditions"
conditionsn(TJ,
155; similarly JF, p. 66),
original allegiance
has final
final ends
ends which he is free
free to pursue or to reject, but also one whose original
allegianceand
(SRMC, p. 228.)
continued devotion to these ends are formed under conditions
conditionsthat are free." (SRMC,
VII.4f), Elster 1983,
Hausmanl
Similarly TJ,
1983, Ill,
111, Hausmanl
Tl, p. 88,
88, BSS IVf (correspondingly
(correspondingly PL VII.40,
213-16, Marx
McPherson 1996,
1996, 6.3-E, Hinsch 1995,
1995, V, Nussbaum 1990,
1990, pp. 213-16,
M m 1844,
1844,
Rousseau
214, Sen 1985a,
pp. 21f, 1985b,
p. 178,
Rousseau 1755,
1755, pp. 181f,
181f, 192f,
192f,214,
1985a,pp.
1985b, pp. 191,
191, 197,
197, 1986,
1986,p.
178,
See also the
1987,
1987, p. 11,
1l, 1990,
1990, pp. 127f,
127f, and some
some of the sources
sources these authors
authors refer to. See
essays (especially
discussion in Arneson 1990a
1990a and 1994
1994 and the essays
(especially the one by Lawrence
Haworth)
goods" as the specification
Haworth) in Christman
Christman 1989.
1989. On "primary goodsn
specification of citizens' "needs",
"needsn,
see
see e.g. PRIG IV-E and PL V.4.2.
60. Cf. JF, p. 66, BSS IV-B (correspondingly
1986, IV.3.2
IV.3.2 and
(correspondinglyPL VII.4-B) and Gauthier 1986,
VII.
Objection", points this out and pleads for such a modification;
modification;
61. Arneson 1990a,
1990a,"Second Objectionn,
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justice
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see also Arneson 1994
1994 and Nussbaum 1990,
1990, note 32. Remember (from the remarks on implicit
3) that the preferentialist's conditional contains
contains a reference to
desires in section 1.3, esp. note 3)
expression, the less need there
conditions" anyway. The more strictly we interpret this expression,
"proper conditionsn
will be for a modification in view of the unfair-genesis objection.
TJ21;
above, section 1.3-E and note 14.
62. See TJ
21; and cf. above,
14.
63. See Nussbaum 1990,
1990, p. 215, reporting Chen's reports on polls among women in
Bangladesh.
seems to be the main worry in Nussbaum 1990,
64. This seems
1990, pp. 213f.
65. SUPG V-E; similarly FG-E and JFPM,
JFPM, p. 407.
quotations are from SUPG,
382f; Wessels 1998,
66. The quotations
SUPG, VI-E and pp. 369, 3826
1998, note 57,
further references, to authors other than Rawls. On these issues, see also
contains many further
Objection" and "Fourth Objectionn,
Objection", and 1990b,
Ill; some of the
Arneson 1990a,
1990a, "Third Objection"
1990b, 111;
moves presented here are anticipated there.
from SUPG,
SUPG, p. 369, and KCMT, second
second lea.,
lect., 111-B;
III-B; similarly
67. The two quotations
quotations are from
VIIl-E (correspondingly
(correspondingly PL VII.8-E), and PL V.3-E; see also below,
below, the
III-E, BSS VIII-E
RAM 111-E,
references in note 70.
references
68. See
See e.g. KCMT,
KCMT, second lect., Ill.
111.
(on citizens' standing
standing apart
from their
69. See
See the long quotation that lies behind us (on
apart from
good) and Rawls's idea of "admissible conceptions
conceptions of the good", SUPG 1conceptions of the good)
conceptions
I(correspondingly PL V.3), as well as his principle that "justice
"justice draws the
B and PRIG III
I11 (correspondingly
limit", in the introduction
introduction to PRIG (correspondingly
(correspondinglyintroduction to PL V).
70. See
See PL 1.5.4,
above, the references
references in note 67.
L5.4, V.3.6-E; and above,
personaliry", which itself has to do with autonomy;
autonomy; see
71. More precisely, with "moral personality",
see
above, section 4.3.
KCMT, first lect., IV-E, PL 11.5; and above,
TJ, 29-B and p. 145;
145; more on the "strains of commitment"
commitment"
72. For Rawls's position, see TJ,
in RAM VI.
VI. Again, Nagel's
Nagel's argument in 1973,
1973, p. 13, resembles the one given here.
preferences, esp. its
73. Mill 1838,
1838, p. 98. See also the symposium on possible preferences,
FehigelWessels 1998.
introduction, in FehigeWessels
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